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Children's Learning Groups: A Study of Emergent Leadership,
Dominance, and Group Effectiveness

Ryoko Yamaguchi, Ph.D.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Abstract

This study explores the importance of the group context in the emergence of leadership,
dominance, and group effectiveness in children's collaborative learning groups. Ten 3-
person work groups performed a collaborative math activity. Using achievement goal
orientation (Ames, 1992; Maehr & Midgley, 1996; Pintrich & Schunk, 1996) as a
framework, six groups performed the math task under a mastery condition, which
emphasized learning and improving. Four groups performed under a performance
condition, which emphasized competition and social comparison. The groups were
videotaped and fully transcribed. The group interactions were analyzed qualitatively
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The emergence of leadership and
dominance varied under mastery or performance group conditions. More specifically,
under the performance condition, group members exhibited more dominance and
negative behaviors, such as arguing, off-task behavior, and group member isolation.
Under a mastery condition, group members exhibited more leadership and positive
behaviors, such as giving and seeking help, talking about math strategies, and staying
focused on the task. Group effectiveness also varied under mastery and performance
group conditions. Under the performance condition, groups were not as effective in
completing the math task because of member dissonance, isolation, lack of
communication, and dominance. Under the mastery condition, groups were more
effective, with more communication among all members and a shared responsibility in
completing the math task. Implications for classroom practice are discussed.
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Leadership is one of the most popular topics of group research, attributing

leadership to group effectiveness (Borg, 1957; Chemers, 2000; Cohen, Chang, &

Ledford, 1997; Hare & O'Neill, 2000), group cohesion (Dobbins & Zaccaro, 1986; Hurst,

Stein, Korchin, & Soskin, 1978; Neubert, 1999; Schriesheim, 1980), and ultimately,

group and organizational success (Bass, 1985; Collins & Porras, 1994; Kotter, 1988).

However, leadership studies, including informal and emergent leadership (Sorrentino,

1973; Sorrentino & Field, 1986; Wheelan & Johnston, 1996; Wheelan & Kaeser, 1997),

have focused primarily on adults. Research in children's leadership, particularly

emergent leadership, is limited (Edwards, 1994). However, anecdotal evidence of

children's emergent leadership is apparent in everyday life. For example, in learning

groups, certain students under certain conditions emerge as the group leader. In sports

groups, regardless of skill, certain children emerge as leaders of their team. In

playgroups, children emerge as leaders, directing play themes and games.

The emergence of leadership is an important, yet missing, factor on how children

learn in groups. Previous research on leaderless groups has found that leaders emerge

within the group through certain achievement-related behaviors and motives (Bass, 1949;

French & Stright, 1991; French, Waas, Stright, & Baker, 1986; Sorrentino, 1973;

Sorrentino & Field, 1986; Stein, 1977; Stein, Geis, & Damarin, 1973). Behaviors, such

as engagement, facilitating, soliciting opinion, organizing, and record keeping,

distinguished emergent leaders from other group members (French & Stright, 1991).

Hence, students who emerge as leaders are those who take an active role in the group and

learning process. Emergent leadership, therefore, is a critical factor in understanding

group effectiveness and achievement.
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However, while emergent leadership is associated with pro-social group

behaviors, scholars have researched dominance in children's group behavior (Parten,

1933; Pigors, 1933, 1935; Savin-Williams, 1979, 1980; Savin-Williams, Small, & Zeldin,

1981). Pigors (1933) defines leadership as the guidance of others toward a common goal,

whereas domination is the forcing of others, by assertion of superiority, to perform acts

that further the dominator's private interests. Also known as the "bully," dominators may

actually decrease interaction and learning in group collaboration (La Freniere &

Charlesworth, 1983; Segal, Peck, Vega-Lahr, & Field, 1987; Trawick-Smith, 1988).

Hence, how can educators influence the emergence of leadership, not dominance,

in collaborative learning groups? Educators can influence the context in which the

students learn. More specifically, research on achievement goal orientation provides

evidence for two types of group contexts: mastery and performance goal orientations.

Mastery orientation refers to a focus on learning and improving, while performance

orientation refers to a focus on competition and social comparison (Ames & Archer,

1988; Maehr & Midgley, 1996). Research has shown that while performance goals have

been associated with maladaptive patterns of cognition, affect, and behavior (Middleton

& Midgley, 1997; Midgley, Anderman, & Hicks, 1995; Midgley, Arunkumar, & Urdan,

1996; Midgley, Feldlaufer, & Eccles, 1988), mastery goals are associated with adaptive

patterns (Maehr & Midgley, 1996; Maehr, Midgley, & Urdan, 1992; Pintrich & de Groot,

1990; Pintrich & Schrauben, 1992). In school settings, mastery goal orientations focus

on the task per se: progress in learning and mastering a skill, intrigue with an unanswered

question. In school settings with a performance goal orientation, the focus is often on

performing competitively and demonstrating who is "smarter." Instead of influencing the
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motivational group context through external rewards (Slavin, 1996), goal orientation

influences the group context through emphasizing the purpose and beliefs about learning

(Ames & Archer, 1988; Maehr & Midgley, 1996; Pintrich & Schunk, 1996).

The purpose of this study is to explore emergent leadership, dominance, and

group effectiveness under different learning conditions. Using achievement goal

orientation theory as a framework, the research questions are:

1) Does the learning condition of the group influence the emergence of

leadership or dominance?

2) Does the learning condition of the group influence group effectiveness?

METHOD

Subjects

Participants were 30 fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh grade students from one

elementary and one middle school from the same school district (53% female, 47%

male). Both schools were located in a primarily White working class mid-western city

(77% Caucasian students, 23% students of color).

Students were grouped into ten three-person learning groups. Table 1 details the

group composition for the ten learning groups. All names have been changed to

pseudonyms to ensure confidentiality.

Data Collection and Analysis

The data used for this analysis was taken from a larger study on motivation in

collaborative learning groups, during the 1997-1998 school year. The study was

conducted in collaboration with the school improvement team, led by the principal of

each school.
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The students took part in a collaborative math activity. Students worked together

for 30 minutes to plan a hypothetical field trip to Chicago and Cancun, staying within a

certain budget while fulfilling the requirements or "rules" of planning (e.g. planning for

lunch, dinner, and fun activities). Each student in the group was given tickets, or

information, about lunch, dinner, and fun activities. The main math question involved

figuring out how many days they can spend in Chicago or Cancun without going over

budget. Scratch paper and calculators were provided to all students. Each group

completed one answer sheet, the "Trip Planner," on which the effort of the group as a

whole can be evaluated.

For the math activity, all students within their classroom were assigned to three-

person learning groups. All groups of students within a given classroom were given

either mastery or performance instructions. These instructions followed patterns

commonly employed in experimental studies of this nature (Butler & Neuman, 1995;

Graham & Golan, 1991). For the mastery goal orientation, the class was instructed to

complete the math task to the best of their knowledge and that the purpose of the task was

learning and improving. Students in the mastery condition received the following

instructions:

We made this math activity to see if it would help you learn and understand how
to use math when you do things outside of school. This is not a test; we're simply
interested in making a math activity that will help kids learn. This should be
interesting and fun to do.

Throughout the collaborative math activity, students were reminded that the focus was on

learning, understanding, and improving.

For the performance goal orientation, the class was instructed to complete the

math task correctly, and that the purpose of the task was to test their math ability and see
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was "best" at math. Students in the performance condition received the following

instructions:

This math activity is designed as a way of testing how well (elementary or middle
school) students can use math outside of school. When you finish the activity,
we'll be looking at your papers to see how much you know about using math
outside of school. We'll also be sharing this information about how well you did
with your teacher.

Throughout the collaborative math activity, students were reminded that the focus was on

doing better than other groups and to see "who was the best in math."

Two groups from each classroom were videotaped for their group interaction.

The data used for this study focuses on the videotaped interaction of 10 three-person

learning groups; four groups are performance-oriented, six groups are mastery-oriented.

Field observations were conducted prior to, during, and following the collaborative math

task, and always in the student's own classroom. The videotapes were fully transcribed.

Qualitative methodology was chosen for this study to understand social

interaction patterns related to children's learning groups. By being field focused, detail

oriented, and giving voice to students, qualitative methodology allows for an in-depth

understanding of the subtle processes of emergent leadership and dominance in children's

collaboration learning groups (Eisner, 1991; Eisner & Peshkin, 1990).

Qualitative research has many different methods or techniques, rooted in a

paradigm (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). One form of qualitative research is grounded theory,

which was first introduced by Glaser and Strauss (1967). Grounded theory is defined as

the following:

Grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study of the
phenomenon it represents. That is, it is discovered, developed, and provisionally
verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining to that
phenomenon. Therefore, data collection, analysis, and theory stand in reciprocal
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relationship with each other. One does not begin with a theory, then prove it.
Rather, one begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is
allowed to emerge (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 23).

Using the qualitative software, NVIVO, chunks of dialogue were coded using

Glaser and Strauss's (1967) constant comparative method, also referred as open coding

(Strauss & Corbin, 1990) to develop the coding categories. Open coding is the process of

breaking down, examining, comparing, conceptualizing, and categorizing data (Strauss &

Corbin, 1990, p. 61). After analyzing the chunks of data, the domains were further

refined into the following categories: group effectiveness, dominance, and leadership.

Glaser (1978) refers to this method as "reduction typology (p. 67)." Hence, the analysis

is an immersion of a qualitative approach to analyzing quasi-experimental data'.

Results

I. Does the learning condition of the group influence the emergence of leadership or

dominance?

In analyzing the group interactions during the collaborative math activity, the

mastery or performance learning condition greatly impacted the emergence of leadership

and dominance. In the performance group, one member dominated his or her way into

the top position by bullying and taking over the group process. While previous studies

have found gender differences in emergent leadership, where women emerge as social

leadership, while men emerge as task leaders (Eagly & Karau, 1991; Kolb, 1999), there

were no gender differences in emergent leadership or dominance.

For Group 7, Rob pushed, yelled, and blamed his way to take over the group

process. In one instance, Rob was ordering Harvey to add a set of numbers, which

Harvey was reluctant to do. When Tina offered to add the numbers instead, Rob became
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upset and insisted that they all add together. In another example of Rob's dominance, he

physically pushed Harvey away, yelling, "Get out of here!" when Harvey was trying to

verify Rob's calculations. Rob also ordered his group members to raise their hand when

he had a question about the math task. Rob consistently antagonized Tina by excluding

her out of the math process or calling her names. Towards the end of the math task, Tina

realized that the group did not fill in the answer sheet. Because Rob was doing all the

math calculations, Tina asked him to fill out the answer sheet. Initially, Rob ordered Tina

to fill out the answer sheet. When she refused, he retorted, "Look. It says, 'Group

members.' You Retard! Everybody's got to fill it out."

In Group 8, Gina dominated the verbal conversation, to the dismay and irritation

of her group members. She often snapped at her group members (sometimes literally)

and eventually horded all the materials, including all three calculators. The following is

an example of Gina's hording,

Gina: For lunch, for lunch, what do you want for lunch? Let's go to Hard Rock.
Liz: Here's the answer sheet.
Gina: We don't use that yet! Do you have any hotel tickets? Give me one of
those!

Towards the end of the group process, the other group members were clearly annoyed

and irritated with Gina's dominance, especially when Gina accused them of "not

helping."

Group 10 was an unfortunate example of "the blind leading the blind." It was

clear that Chris did not understand the math task. However, he dominated the group by

overpowering, shouting, and hording the materials. Tomika, who understood the

directions and the concepts involved in the math task, tried to emerge as the leader
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throughout the group interaction. Unfortunately, as the example shows, Chris shouted

and over voiced his way to the top position.

Tomika: We don't need Day 2. See, it says, "If you need it."
Chris: Hold up! (And starts calculating) $1752. What was the hotel?
Mary: (looks for ticket) $420
Chris: Oh well, we're still on our budget any way, where's Day 2?
Tomika: (gives Chris a dirty look) We don't need Day 2!
Chris: Yea... We do!
Tomika: It says, "If needed!" And we don't need it!
Chris: We plan two days. Now we're figuring this out (and gets worksheet).

In the mastery group, leadership emerged in all students, where all members

shared the responsibility of completing the task. More specifically, each member led the

group at different times. Leadership in the mastery group not only focused on the math

task, but it also focused on group cohesion and building positive group interactions.

In Group 1, Natalie often emerged as the leader. However, towards the end of the

math task, Aaron directed the group processes. Eric, who tended to be off-task, was also

able to lead some parts of the math activity. The following example shows how

leadership shifted from Eric, then Aaron, who suggested starting over, and finally to

Natalie,

Eric: The first day we have to have one of those or we're not going anywhere!
Aaron: What's that?
Natalie: Oh, yea! We have to have that the first day 'cause...Plus that, Aaron!
Eric: Yea, the first day we're not going anywhere. We're just gonna go around on
our own buying stuff if you don't put that in there!
Aaron: We gotta start over!
Natalie: Oh yea. Aaron, no Aaron, no! Ok, fine!
Eric: We're going to the museum!
Natalie: Ok, we're starting all over.

Group 2 is another team where leadership not only emerged in all members, but

also was shared and distributed throughout their interaction. In almost a round-robin

approach, Larry indicated to the group that he would add a set of numbers and wanted
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Bill to organize the tickets. Bill agreed, and while he organized the tickets, asked Sue to

subtract a set of numbers. Sue, in turn, agreed and gave her the answer to the group, and

suggested what to do next. This round-robin approach of leadership was evidenced

throughout their interaction.

In Group 3, Jim, Jenny, and Erin equally focused on the math task and group

cohesion. For example, Jim suggested, "Erin, you pick your (tickets). Jenny, you pick

yours. And I'll pick mine." When two group members disagreed, the third smoothed

things out, as evidenced by Erin,

Jenny: No, it's add.
Jim: No, it's take away, duh.
Erin: Jim, don't say "duh," it's not nice.

Jim immediately apologized and reiterated his motivation to work together to complete

the math task.

Similarly, Group 5, while especially focused on finishing the math task, also

worked on improving group cohesion, as evidenced in this example,

Becky: If they take away...
Aine: What's Hard Rock Café? (To Efrem)
Efrem: Shhh, listen to Becky (To Aine).
Becky: If we take away the 2 nights at the hotel, we have this much left (shows
calculator to Efrem).

In Group 4, John made it a point not to overtly take over the group process.

Rather, he encouraged Catie and Sonia to take part in the group decisions. For example,

John suggested that each member be in charge of one aspect of the math task.

John: Each one of us has to cover somethingso Sonia, you be like food and fun
things, and I'll be like arriving and leaving, Ok? You know, that's just my
suggestion...0k, you wanna do that? (To Sonia) Two and two? (Looks at Catie
and asks) What do you want to do?
Catie: I don't know? I guess travel and hotel.
John: Travel and hotel? (Looks at Sonia) What do you want?
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Sonia: I'll trade you, arriving for fun things. (To Catie) So what do you want?
John: (To Catie) And I got fun things and leaving.

While Catie was initially reluctant to participate, John's encouragement and insistence on

group decisions made Catie an equal participant towards the end of the math activity.

2. Does the learning condition of the group influence group effectiveness?

Mastery groups were more effective in completing the math activity than the

performance groups. Students in the mastery condition showed more math strategies and

effective communication than students in the performance condition. These differences

attributed to the mastery groups completing the task on time, and more importantly,

enjoying the collaborative learning process.

Math strategies included viewing the math task as "fun," trying out different

combinations, and selecting the cheapest tickets to solve the math task. One group

member from the performance condition, Liz, indicated that the math task was "fun."

Liz: Do you guys want to do it (math task) again for fun?
Gina: No! We have another one to do anyway!
Cody: (Agrees with Gina, and ignores Liz's comment)

Unfortunately for Liz, her comment was immediately dismissed. However, groups in the

mastery condition were much more receptive in viewing the math task as "fun." For

example, in Group 2, all the group members validated Sue's comment that the math task

was "fun."

Sue: This should be fun!
Bill: Yea, this should be fun!
Larry: Yea, 500 pesos is probably like, $200 here!

In Group 3, another mastery group, Jim was obviously excited about the activity,

which also motivated his group members, Jenny and Erin. Even before the researcher

finished the instructions, Jim loudly whispered to his group, "This'll be fun!" Jim asked
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the researcher for a weather report of the area so his group can plan the field trips

accordingly. Jim continued to whisper to his group, "You got the tickets and the

envelopes. Ok you guys! I have the afternoon, you've got the morning, you've got fun

things." While Jenny and Erin agreed with Jim's suggestions, and were also excited

about the math task, they reminded him to finish listening to the researcher, who was still

giving instructions to the class.

In the mastery condition, students were much more willing to be adventurous and

try out different scenarios to answer the math problem. For example, in Group 5, a

mastery group, Efrem concluded, "So we can only stay 2 nights." Before Efrem can

write the answer on the "Trip Planner," Becky interrupted and proclaimed, "No, hold on!

I'm going to see if we can stay 3 nights!" Such willingness to "do more work" was

beneficial, since Group 5 was able to answer the math problem correctly.

While Efrem and Aine supported Becky's attempt to "stay 3 nights," in the

performance group, such adventurousness created friction, as experienced by Group 7.

Rob: We can still go on for two days, I bet. So why don't we go for three days.
Day three.
Harvey: We have $1136.
Rob: $1236
Harvey: No, no no don't...
Rob: So we can go for three days.
Harvey: No, we can't.
Rob: Yes! We can!
Harvey: Let's see what it's going to be then!

Interestingly, Harvey and Rob's continued arguments over who had the right answer

played against them, where their group did not finish the math task.

The mastery groups were able to figure out that in order to stay as long as possible

in the field trips, the students had to find the "cheapest" and most affordable itinerary.
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Mastery students were suggesting ways to "save money." Eric's (Group 1) strategies to

save money were on the creative side, suggesting that in order to save money for more

fun activities, they can "go on a diet to eat less food," and "sleep in a rental car and eat

pizza." Efrem's (Group 5) suggestion to save money was to "bring a bag lunch," instead

of eating out.

For the most part, students in the mastery group figured out that in order to stay as

many days as possible, they needed to "save money" by selecting the cheapest items for

their fieldtrip. In Group 2, Bill, Sue, and Larry were focused on "saving money"

throughout the math activity. For example, when Larry wanted to go to an expensive

restaurant for lunch, Sue stated, "we should save money for the fun activity." They all

agreed for a cheaper lunch.

Group 3 was focused on planning the fieldtrips as cheaply as possible.

Throughout their group interaction, the focus was on finding the cheapest items, without

regard to their preference in activities or restaurant. This strategy was drastically

different from the performance groups, where they focused more on preference of

activities than solving the math problem.

In the performance group, elementary and middle school students did not readily

understand the concept of saving money, or budgeting, to plan the trip to Chicago or

Cancun. Rather, instead of focusing on completing the task, the performance group

students got caught up in organizing the tickets and debating what they wanted to do in

Chicago and Cancun. While the tickets offered such fun activities as "go to the beach"

and "go to the zoo," some students in the performance group were off task, talking about

their family vacations in Cancun or Chicago.
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The mastery groups were more effective in communication than performance

groups. Even when there were disagreements, or a group member was off-task, students

in the mastery group relied on one another for help. Suggestions were met with

enthusiasm from other group members. The following example from Group 1 shows the

dynamic flow of the conversation,

Eric: Day one we got the museum, the trip, and the food. That's all we need, ok.
Natalie and Aaron (in unison): Ok
Natalie: I need the trip tickets!
Eric: Got it.
Natalie: I need something to do after you.
Aaron: Day Two.
Natalie: We need something in the morning and afternoon.

Group 2 exhibited effective communication, even when there was disagreement

on the task. Larry, Bill, and Sue were able to diffuse any possible power struggles and

relied on the instructions for clarification. This group was self-reliant, only asking

questions to the researcher when they could not find the answer in the instructions, as this

example illustrates,

Larry: We can leave in the morning. Then, we don't have to spend for lunch.
Bill: We can't leave in the morning.
Larry: Yea, we can.
Bill: Ok.
(Sue looks in the directions and finds that they do leave in the morning.)
Sue: See in the rules. (Reads instructions aloud) You leave early in the morning.

However, Larry, Bill, and Sue were confused if leaving in the early morning constituted

paying for the night. When they were all stumped, they asked the researcher for

clarification.

Group 5 also experienced frustrations, anxieties, and disagreement, especially

when time was running out to complete the math task. However, this group had an

incredible ability to positively communicate with each other and even joke about their
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disagreements. Efrem was excited about the math task from beginning to end, often

stating that the math task was "business stuff." This excitement also motivated his group

members, as evidenced by the following example,

Efrem: Ok. We have $990 left 'cause I added it up. We only need things to do
there. We've got breakfast covered.
Becky: So we've got lunch and fun things.
Efrem: Fun things.
Aine: I'll do lunch, ok?
Efrem: This is all business stuff, right here! (Clearly excited about the activity)
Becky: What would they most like to do in the afternoon?
Efrem: They can go to the beach.
Aine: Yea! The beach!

Group 6 had a difficult time getting started because they had trouble

understanding the math task. After receiving instructions again from the researcher, they

were able to complete the math task on their own. Instead of constantly asking the

researchers for help, they were able to help and rely on each other. The following

example illustrates their efficient and effective communication,

Zack: We have to add this all up...to see how long we can stay.
Nora (picks up the calculator): 2 take away 18, plus 30, plus 420, plus 60, plus
330...what do I do over here?
Zack: (goes over to her end of the table) Day 2, here. Which place do you want to
go to eat?
Brandon: $850.
Zack: Ok, put this in the envelope.
Brandon: What? All this?
Zack: yea.
Nora: Ok

The performance groups exhibited more negative group interactions than the

mastery groups. In the performance groups, there was ineffective communication, social

loafing, cheating, fighting, and blaming each other during the group process. The

communication became stagnated in performance groups. In Group 7, Rob, Harvey, and
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Tina struggled to communicate with each other. Rob and Harvey were so competitive

with one another that they often ended up in power struggles. For example, when Harvey

gave an answer, it was met with disdain from Rob:

Harvey: That's $46.
Rob: How do YOU know!?!
Harvey: 'Cause I used a calculator.
Rob: Well, then figure it out! 30 plus...
Harvey: See, that's $46!
Rob: 546! We got lunch ticket, afternoon fun thing, we got this, and we got this.

Whenever Rob and Harvey got into a power struggle, Harvey often asked a researcher to

help resolve their differences. In all, Harvey asked a researcher for help 12 times during

the group interaction. Unfortunately, Rob, Tina, and Harvey did not seek help from each

other.

In addition, Rob often silenced Tina. At the end of the group interaction, Tina

had her hands resting on her face, just watching Rob and Harvey continue their power

struggles. At one point in the interaction, Rob accused Tina of "stealing the tickets,"

calling her names, and suggesting that she is not as "smart" as the other members, as

evidenced by this example,

Harvey: Second day, I get to plan.
Rob: No, I get to plan!
Tina grabs the envelopes for Second Day and smiles at Harvey and Rob.
Rob: He gets to plan, he's the second smartest at this table!
Tina: No he's not! (But clearly looking demoralized)

In Group 9, poor communication was exhibited when Heather completely ignored

her fellow group members. This group split into two factions. Because Heather ignored

her group members, Adam and Michelle ended up trying to do the math activity
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themselves. While the math activity was designed to be collaborative, Heather took over

the math task and completed it herself, as evidenced by the following:

Michelle: (To Heather) Where are we going to eat?
Heather: Don't know, I'm almost done. Ok! I only have $500 to go! I made it! I
have to add this up now!
Michelle: What are you doing Heather?
Heather: I have to get this out before we do anything! (Heather continues to
calculate feverishly, ignoring Adam and Michelle)
Michelle: (To Adam) What is she doing? (Michelle and Adam both shrug)
Researcher: Ok, times up. Please put everything in the envelopes and I'll come to
pick them up.
Michelle: We don't know the answer or nothing!
Heather: Well, I got MY answers. Here, just write your names!

While Michelle and Adam did their best to take part in the math task, they were clearly

bored during the collaboration due to Heather's dominance.

CONCLUSION

The current study shows that the learning condition plays an important role in the

emergence of leadership, dominance, and group effectiveness. Mastery groups exhibited

more pro-social leadership, focusing on the math task and group cohesion. The

emergence of leadership in the mastery groups was distributed and shared among group

members. In addition, mastery groups were more effective in solving the math task, as

evidenced by their math strategies and effective communication. Performance groups

exhibited more dominance, where one student, regardless of race or gender, emerged to

overpower the group process. Performance groups were less effective in solving the

math task because the friction within the groups created ineffective communication,

social loafing and dissonance, and more off-task behavior. More importantly, students in

the mastery groups enjoyed the math activity and asked the researchers to come to their

classroom again. Unfortunately, students in the performance groups, particularly those

18
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who were dominated, looked frustrated, stressed, and bored during the collaboration.

Finally, it is important to note that mastery and performance groups faced similar

problems, such as confusion on the math task and occasional friction between group

members. The differences between the groups were their strategies and interactions to

solve these problems. By emphasizing learning and improving, mastery groups were able

to focus on the task at hand. By emphasizing competition and social comparisons,

performance groups experienced friction within their groups and were not able to

concentrate on completing the math task.

These results have direct implications for practice. Advocates of cooperative

learning have touted the values of group learning experiences (Slavin, Madden, Dolan, &

Wasik, 1995), without taking into consideration the learning environment. This study

shows that the group condition is an important factor in successful collaboration and

learning. In addition, this study shows that emergent leadership is a positive feature of

group collaboration, while domination is a negative component of group collaboration.

Teachers and educators can influence the emergence of leadership, and limit

dominance, in group learning situations. Specifically, teachers can prime the students

into a mastery orientation by emphasizing learning and improving as goals.

Unfortunately, with an increased emphasis on testing and standards, schools often

emphasize performance goals, focusing on social comparison, student ability, and

competition. However, research has shown that mastery goal orientations provide better

learning environments for students, particularly disadvantaged students (Baden & Maehr,

1986; Maehr & Midgley, 1999; Midgley et al., 1996; Midgley & Ede lin, 1998). In

addition, the results of this study show that mastery goals are beneficial for effective

19
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group collaboration and learning. To conclude, children's learning groups provide

opportunities for students to learn from each other (Slavin, 1996), as well as learn social

interaction skills. However, for learning groups to be an effective teaching technique,

teachers must also shape the group environment to focus on mastery goal orientations.

9
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Table 1: Group Composition in Children's Learning Groups Study

Group
#

Mastery/Performance
Condition

School Level Gender
Composition

Group Members*
(Student Ethnicity)

1 Mastery Elementary Male-majority Aaron (African American)
Eric (Caucasian)
Natalie (Caucasian)

2 Mastery Middle Male-majority Sue (Asian American)
Bill (Caucasian)
Larry (Caucasian)

3 Mastery Elementary Female-majority Jim (Caucasian)
Jenny (Caucasian)
Erin (Caucasian)

4 Mastery Middle Female-majority John (Caucasian)
Catie (Caucasian)
Sonia (Caucasian)

5 Mastery Elementary Female-majority Aine (Asian American)
Becky (Caucasian)
Efrem (African American)

6 Mastery Elementary Male-majority Brandon (Caucasian)
Zack (Caucasian)
Nora (Caucasian)

7 Performance Elementary Male-majority Rob (Caucasian)
Harvey (African American)
Tina (Caucasian)

8 Performance Middle Female-majority Gina (Caucasian)
Liz (Caucasian)
Cody (Caucasian)

9 Performance Elementary Female-majority Heather (Caucasian)
Michelle (Caucasian)
Adam (Caucasian)

10 Performance Elementary Female-majority Tomika (African American)
Mary (Caucasian)
Chris (Caucasian)

* All names are pseudonyms.
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